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Abstract 
 

In texture-plus-depth format, depth map compression is an important task. Different from 

normal texture images, depth maps have less texture information, while contain many 

homogeneous regions separated by sharp edges. This feature will be employed to form an 

efficient depth map coding scheme in this paper. Firstly, the histogram of the depth map will 

be analyzed to find an appropriate threshold that segments the depth map into the foreground 

and background regions, allowing the edge between these two kinds of regions to be obtained. 

Secondly, the two regions will be encoded through rate distortion optimization with a shape 

adaptive wavelet transform, while the edges are lossless encoded with JBIG2. Finally, a 

depth-updating algorithm based on the threshold and the depth range is applied to enhance the 

quality of the decoded depth maps. Experimental results demonstrate the effective 

performance on both the depth map quality and the synthesized view quality. 
 

 

Keywords: Depth map coding, 3D coding, histogram-based segmentation 
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1. Introduction 

Among 3D visual data representation, the texture-plus-depth format is very promising due to 

its suitability for data compression [1] and versatility for different applications. For example, 

with texture-plus-depth format, a decoder can synthesize the intermediate viewpoints via 

depth image based rendering (DIBR) [2]. However, to get a better synthesized view, multiple 

texture images and depth maps of different viewpoints should be stored and transmitted; 

however, these activities increase storage costs and bandwidth requirements. To solve this 

problem, many depth map compression schemes have been proposed. The straightforward 

approach for depth map coding is simply applying a conventional image/video coding 

algorithm such as JPEG or H.264/AVC. However, since the depth map and its corresponding 

texture image have different characteristics, this approach cannot achieve the expected 

performance. Generally, a depth map is an 8-bit gray scale image, in which each pixel records 

the distance from the camera to the scene. In a depth map, the pixels in the same object have 

relatively similar depth value, while the edges between different objects look sharp. In regard 

to the synthesized view, the same object region is less sensitive to depth change, while the 

edge is very sensitive. Hence, various depth encoding methods try to preserve the edge.  

In [3], the smooth surfaces and sharp edges are encoded in different resolutions by 

graph-based transform (GBT). In [4], edge-aware intra prediction is proposed to code a block 

with valid prediction or with edge information. In [5], the edge information is estimated by a 

canny detector; the other regions are encoded by shape adaptive wavelet coding. This kind of 

encoder achieves significant performance because there is no filtering process across 

boundaries. However, even though the edge estimation is not very complex, it is not always 

accurate. Most importantly, the detected edges might not be connected together to form close 

regions, something that is not easy for the following shape adaptive wavelet coding. In [6], 

depth maps are modeled as smooth regions using piecewise-linear functions and sharp edges 

by a straight line.  

In [7], each block is approximated with one palette and one object shape map, in which the 

palette consists of two representative depth values for foreground object and background 

object in the target block. In [8], two non-rectangular regions are represented with wedgelet 

and contour mode. Since this kind of introduced modes is implemented on high efficiency 

video coding (HEVC), each coding block will try these two modes and higher computations 

are introduced. In addition, wedgelet partition mode is restricted to linear approximation but 

no detailed information is provided on how to generate the contour partition. In [9], the 

wedgelet and contour partition are further specified with a depth block containing a more 

complex separation between both partitions. The contour can then be derived from the 

corresponding texture block. Furthermore, view synthesis optimization (VSO) is employed. In 

[10], model-based intra-coding mode is proposed using a depth lookup table in which depth 

maps can be segmented by a straight line or segmented with texture prediction. These three 

schemes are block-based schemes, which are proposed in 3D high efficiency video coding 

(3D-HEVC). By including the depth model coding (DMC) and depth modeling modes 

(DMM), a relatively high computation is introduced. 

In this paper, a simple yet effective depth map coding scheme is proposed by utilizing 

histogram-based segmentation and depth range updating. The contribution of the paper can be 

concluded as following. By employing the feature of the depth map characterized by 

piecewise smooth regions with sharp edges; the scheme firstly employs a histogram based 
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segmentation algorithm to separate the foreground and background regions. A shape adaptive 

wavelet encoding scheme is separately implemented on the two regions. Since the two regions 

have different depth ranges, further 3D depth sensation editing could be provided. For 

example, increasing the depth values in the range of the foreground regions could enhance the 

depth sense. In addition, an unequal bit rate allocation could be provided if the distortions of 

the foreground and background have different effects on our eyes. With the two depth ranges, 

a depth range updating scheme is proposed to correct the possible compression errors. Finally, 

the synthesized distortion model is introduced to optimize the synthesized performance. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed scheme is discussed in Section 

2, and the experimental results and analysis are provided in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 

concludes the paper. 

2. Proposed scheme 

For a typical image/video codec, such as JPEG or H.264/AVC, high frequency is sacrificed for 

low frequency as a tradeoff for rate distortion sense. This kind of codec is not suitable when 

edge information is important for view rendering because the edge information generally 

produces high frequency information. Therefore, an efficient depth map coding scheme is 

proposed in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The diagram of the proposed scheme. 

 

Firstly, the depth map is separated into foreground and background regions using 

histogram-based segmentation. The two separated regions are smooth and they are separately 

wavelet transformed. Less or no high frequency coefficients will be generated on the edge 

between the two separated regions, thus the edge between the foreground and background will 

not be depressed. Here, the foreground and background regions are transformed with shape 

adaptive wavelet (SA) and encoded with Set Partition Embedded bloCK (SPECK) [11]. 

Secondly, the edges between the foreground and background regions could be easily obtained 

from the two separated regions; the edges are encoded with the Joint Bi-level Image Experts 

Group (JBIG2) standard [12]. Finally, at the decoder end, the decoded depth map will be 

updated with its segmented threshold and its original depth range. The details are described 

below. 

2.1 Histogram-based segmentation 

In a depth map, edges are generated because different objects vary in distance to the camera. 

Meanwhile, pixels in one object generally have a similar depth value. Therefore, in one 
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histogram, each peak value roughly corresponds to one main depth plane, and a simple 

histogram-based segmentation algorithm can divide the depth map into the foreground and 

background regions. For example, Fig. 2 gives the histograms of Teddy and Balloons. For the 

histogram of Teddy in Fig. 2(a), the “valley” value between the two main peaks will be 

selected as the threshold. The foreground and background regions are then separated 

accordingly. Obviously, the case with two main peaks is easy to separate; however, some 

images may contain more than two peaks (for example, in Fig. 2(b), there are three main 

peaks). In this case, each valley value will be tested to select the best value as the threshold. 

The entire histogram-based segmentation algorithm is shown in Procedure 1. If there are only 

two main peaks in the histogram, the middle valley value will be selected as the threshold. For 

histograms with more than two peaks, the rate distortion (RD) for each case will be calculated 

to test each valley between any two neighboring peaks. The valley value with the minimum 

RD will then be used as the threshold. In our case, SPECK encoding can provide a fixed bit 

rate encoding process. With the fixed bit rate, different distortion values may be obtained 

through assorted segmented thresholds. Hence, the threshold that provides the minimum 

distortion is chosen. Notice, the distortion in this example is the rendering distortion instead of 

the classical encoding distortion, which will be specified in Section 2.2. 

Since the probability for a depth histogram with many equivalent peaks is not high, the 

required computation is not intensive. Actually, to simplify the RD approximation algorithm, 

Haar wavelet transform can be used and the entropy of the quantized wavelet coefficients can 

be calculated as the bit rate.  
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Fig. 2. The histogram of depth map; (a) Teddy; (b) Balloons 

 

Procedure 1: Histogram-based segmentation 

Given I is the input depth map 

Given w, h are the width and height of I, respectively 

Get the histogram, H, of the depth map, I 

Get the number of unique depth values, represented as r 

Get the main peaks for H that is larger than wh=r, denoted as m 

if (m==2) 

Set the middle valley value as the threshold 

else 
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Find the optimal valley from the main peaks by RD optimization 

set the determined value as the threshold 

end if 

Segment the depth map using the obtained threshold 

 

From the histogram in Fig. 2(b), it can be noted that the depth value is very sparse for 

Balloons. Generally, the histogram of an 8-bit texture image will occupy the whole x-axis 

range. Certain depth values, alternatively, will not appear in the histogram of depth maps, 

which is especially true for an indoor depth map because there are frequently limited distance 

layers in a typical depth map. This feature will be used for depth range updating in Section. 

2.3. 

Fig. 3 shows examples of the segmented foreground regions with depth maps for Tsukuba, 

BreakDancer and Newspaper. For the three depth maps, Tsukuba is a ground truth disparity 

image, Breakdancer is a relatively accurate estimated image, while Newspaper has relatively 

more errors. It can be seen that the segmented results are quite satisfying. After obtaining the 

two segmented regions, the edge information is acquired by any simple edge detection scheme. 

Firstly, the foreground and background regions are set as 255 and 0, respectively, to form a 

binary image. With such a binary image, an edge detection algorithm can work well with no 

isolated edge points or lines. In our case, Sobel edge detection algorithm [13] is used. 

 

      

(a)                                               (b)                                          (c) 

Fig. 3. The segmented results by the proposed scheme; (a) Tsukuba; (b) BreakDancer; (c) Newspaper. 

2.2 Encoding 

Shape adaptive wavelet transform has successfully been applied in [7] [14] in which the edge 

line will not be filtered to avoid large wavelet coefficients. Here, the shape adaptive wavelet 

transform is utilized for the segmented regions. ‘Shape adaptive’ means the signal being 

processed could be in any shape. Since the foreground and background regions are wavelet 

transformed separately, there is no filtering process on the edge between the two regions; 

therefore, no large wavelet coefficients are generated. This process saves the bit rate cost on 

the high wavelet coefficients; however, the edge information will not be depressed so as to 

provide a good synthesized performance. To better illustrate the shape adaptive wavelet 

coding over traditional wavelet transform (i.e., non adaptive transform), one simplified 

example on a 1D signal is shown below. ( )x n  is a simple signal with edge represented by the 

transition between (3)x  and (4)x . 

( ) {1 2 3 4 100 101102 100}x n                                                         (1) 

If Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau  (CDF) 5/3 wavelet filters [15] are employed, x  is 

decomposed as a low subband Lx  and as a high subband Hx  
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( ) {18 5616 12 5511124 6276 161 3971}

( ) {0 0000 33 5876 0 0000 34 2947}

L

H

x n

x n

       


       
                  (2) 

On the other hand, for the shape adaptive wavelet transform, the signal is firstly separated into 

two sub-signals at the edge 

1( ) {1 2 3 4}

2( ) {100 101102 100}

x n

x n

   


   
                                            (3) 

Then, the two sub-signals are decomposed as follows: 

1 ( ) {2 1213 4 9497}

1 ( ) {0 0000 1 4142}

2 ( ) {141 0678 143 8962}

2 ( ) { 0 0000 0 7071}

L

H

L

H

x n

x n

x n

x n

   


   


   
     

                                           (4) 

By comparing Formulas (2) and (4), it can be seen that no larger high frequency coefficients 

are generated during the shape adaptive wavelet transform. Since the two sub-signals are 

encoded independently, there is less bit rate cost on high frequency while the edge information 

is still preserved. Most importantly, the preserving of edge information can assure a good 

virtual rendering performance. After wavelet transform, the SPECK [11] image-coding 

scheme is applied. Compared with the Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Tree (SPIHT) [16] 

scheme, SPECK only employs the intra-correlations of wavelet coefficients. Nevertheless, the 

performance of SPECK is comparable to that of SPIHT. 

The separated foreground and background regions have different characteristics and 

different effects on the synthesizing performance; therefore, the bit rate of these two regions 

should be appropriately allocated to minimize the total distortion. Depth maps are only 

supplemental data and will not be displayed in 3D devices. So, instead of depth distortion, the 

synthesized distortion is employed here. In the proposed scheme, the depth map coding is the 

focus, thus the texture image will not be compressed here. According to the depth image based 

rendering (DIBR) process, the distortion of the depth map results in position error in the 

synthesized view. For the parallel camera setting, the position error P  can be represented as 

a horizontal translation [17], 

1 1 1
( )

255
x

near far

P M k M
Z Z

                                      (5) 

where   is the focal length, x  represents the horizontal distance between two cameras, 

nearZ and farZ denote the nearest and farthest depth values, respectively. k  is used to reflect 

the linear relationship between the depth map error M  and the horizontal translation, P . 

Assuming only the horizontal synthesizing view is considered while the occluded regions 

are ignored [18], the synthesized distortion sD  can be approximated as 

2

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1
( ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1) )

2

sD V V w C M w C M

C x C x P

P C x C x C x C x

        

     

          

 





                            (6) 

where V  denotes the synthesized view generated with the original texture image and the 

original depth map, V  represents the synthesized view generated with the original texture 

image and the compressed depth map, w is the warping function that maps the texture color 
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value C  with a depth map value M  into synthesized view. M  is the decoded version of   M , 

while ( 1)C x   and ( 1)C x   are the adjacent color values without considering the occlusion 

case. Using formula (5), P  can be represented with a depth error of k M . Hence, formula 

(6) indicates that the synthesized distortion will largely depend on the depth error and the local 

characteristics of texture information. Generally, the color value between the foreground and 

background regions is quite different; therefore, even small distortions on the edge of the 

depth map will lead to large synthesized distortion. Through the proposed scheme, the edge 

information is preserved with a lower bit rate. 

The depth coding errors of the foreground and background regions are represented as 

fM  and 
bM , which are functions of the bit rate for foreground and background, fR  and 

bR , respectively. For the fixed total bit rate R , the rest rate allocation that minimizes the total 

synthesized distortion can be concluded as 

( ( ( )( ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1) )

( )( ( ') ( ' 1) ( ') ( ' 1) )))

f f f f f f

b b b b b b

f b

minimize k M R C x C x C x C x

M R C x C x C x C x

s t R R R

          


         
    

                  (7) 

where x  and 'x  are any two positions in the foreground and background, respectively. By 

tuning the bit rates fR  and bR , different foreground and background distortion is obtained; 

the combination that minimizes the synthesized distortion is selected. For example, if the 

foreground region is more sensitive to the synthesized distortion while its corresponding color 

region is not smooth, more bits should be assigned to it. As a general case, the bit rate of the 

foreground and background are tuned to be equal. In formula (7), the bit rate of the edge 

regions is not included in R  because the edge regions are lossless encoded by JBIG2.  

It should be noted that just the foreground and background regions are segmented in this 

paper. To achieve further better results, more regions could be generated for depth maps 

composed of many main objects at different distances. The cost, in this case, is that more 

corresponding edge information needs to be encoded, which increases the bit rate on the edges. 

Hence, there is some tradeoff between the number of segmented regions and the compression 

performance, study of which will be further work. 

2.3. Depth range updating 

As mentioned in section 2.1, the histogram is generally very sparse. For a typical, 8-bit depth 

map, the histogram of the depth map does not cover the whole x-axis range and the unique 

depth values only comprise a small portion of the whole range. These unique depth values for 

the input depth map are stored in the bit stream so that the reconstructed values can be updated 

in the decoder. Moreover, the foreground and background regions have variable and 

non-overlapping ranges, which could be exploited at the decoder side to update some depth 

values if these values are out of their depth range. For example, the compression error that 

causes the foreground pixels to appear as a background could easily be compensated by using 

Procedure 2, something that is very important for view synthesized performance. In 

Procedure 2, the minimum and maximum depth value of the input depth maps are obtained 

and represented as min and max, respectively. With segmented threshold th, the foreground and 

background regions are processed separately. Using foreground region f as an example, if a 

decoded pixel value p is out of range, that is [th, max], the pixel value could be updated into the 

range. In addition, if a decoded pixel value p is in the range but no corresponding original 

depth value is present, the decoded value will be forced to become an original depth value, n. 
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Here n is selected according to the following formula 

   
4' ( )

{ | : 0.25 ' }
p N pn

n n unique of [th,max] p n p nargmin


 
     

 
                                    (8) 

where 
4 ( )N p  is used to represent the 4-neighborhood of pixel p, that is the pixels to the left, 

right, above and below pixel p. Because the depth values are sparse, not all of the values in 

[min max] can be spanned. Furthermore, the number of unique values for a depth map is not 

larger than max-min+1. If the reconstructed depth value p does not belong to the unique values, 

it can be reassigned a close value so that the decoded mean square error (MSE) is smaller than 

before.  

This updating algorithm can correct some compression errors to improve the performance 

of decoded depth maps. Most importantly, the out of bounds error usually causes the reversing 

of the foreground and background, thus this error generates large synthesized distortion. The 

updating algorithm can improve the synthesized performance, as well, based on this reversal. 

The same principle is used to update the depth values in the background region. 

 

Procedure 2: Depth range updating algorithm for the foreground 

Input f the decoded foreground region 

Given [ th  max] the depth range of foreground region 

for each pixel value p  in f  

if ( p th ) 

set p  as th  

else if ( p max) 

set p as max 

else 
find a depth value n in [th  max] that is close to p numerically 

if( p n  and the 4-neighborhood of p  is close to n  numerically) 

set p  as n  

end if 

end if 

end for 

3. Experimental Results and Analysis 

In this section, the experimental results for four different types of depth maps are provided. 

The first type of map is the ground truth depth map, Tsukuba and Teddy from Middlebury 

dataset [19].  The depth regions with missing data in Teddy are in-painted. The second type of 

depth map is composed of the first frames in Kendo, Balloons and Newspaper and is an 

estimated depth map adopted by MPEG-3DV. The third type of map is also an estimated depth 

map; it is the first frame in BreakDancer from Microsoft [20]. The last type also comes from 

MPEG-3DV and is the first frame in UndoDancer; however, this map is a computer graphic 

(CG) depth map.  

Daubechies 9/7 wavelet transform is employed in the encoding, and the decomposition 

level depends on the resolution of depth maps. For the first type of depth map with a relatively 

small resolution, 6-level decomposition is used. For the second and third type depth maps with 

a resolution of 1024×768, 8-level decomposition is applied. Finally, 9-level decomposition is 

adopted for UndoDancer with a resolution of 1920×1088.  
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The experiment is conducted on both the proposed scheme with histogram-based 

segmentation (HS) alone and the proposed scheme with HS and depth range updating (DRU). 

For comparison, the results of a classical SPECK scheme are also provided. The depth map 

coding results and the synthesizing results are presented in Figures (a) and (b), respectively. 

For the depth map of Tuskuba in Fig. 4(a), it can be seen that there is up to a 10 dB gain with 

HS; furthermore, an additional 2 dB gain can be achieved with the depth range updating 

(DRU). The gain is much larger for the synthesizing performance as up to 18 dB can be 

achieved, as shown in Fig. 4(b). For the depth of Balloons in Fig. 7(a), more than 1 dB gain 

can be obtained with HS, while up to a 2 dB gain can be reached with the DRU. For Kendo in 

Fig. 8(a), a similar gain as that of Balloons can be achieved with both HS and DRU. These 

depth maps are very sparse; hence, except for using HS, the DRU achieves extra gain. The 

gain of the synthesizing performance is also larger, which can be seen from Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 

8(b). For Teddy in Fig. 5(a), the result of algorithm using piecewise linear functions (PLF) 

with coefficients prediction [6] is also presented, while the synthesized result of algorithm 

using multi-resolution graph based transform(M-GBT)[3] is provided in Fig. 5(b). It can be 

seen that up to a 4 dB gain is reached with HS. However, HS and DRU only achieve an 

approximate 0.1 dB gain because the depth values in Teddy are not very sparse, as seen from 

Fig. 2(b). However, gains can still be made close to 5 dB in the synthesizing performance 

shown in Fig. 5(b). This case also applies to UndoDancer and BreakDancer in Fig. 6 and Fig. 

9, respectively. For UndoDancer in Fig. 6, the bit rate cannot exceed 0.15 by using the 

JPEG2000 software, Jasper [21], so not all bit rates are spanned. Fig. 10 (a) presents the 

results of Newspaper. It can be seen that relative smaller gains are achieved by the proposed 

scheme because there are more edges inside. However, there remains more than 2 dB gain in 

the synthesizing performance. In conclusion, the proposed depth map coding schemes are 

more efficient, compared to classical schemes.  

Because the threshold is obtained by the rate distortion optimization, the complexity of the 

proposed scheme is relatively higher than that of the classical scheme. The introduced 

computation depends on the content of the depth map. Generally, 2-5 times the complexity of 

the classical SPECK scheme is required. As JPEG2000 has a complexity of 2-4 times of 

SPECK [11, 22], the computation of the proposed scheme is still acceptable. 
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Fig. 4. The results of Tsukuba. (a) Depth map; (b) Synthesized view. 
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Fig. 5. The results of Teddy. (a) Depth map; (b) Synthesized view. 
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Fig. 6. The results of UndoDancer. (a) Depth map; (b) Synthesized view. 
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Fig. 7. The results of Balloons. (a) Depth map; (b) Synthesized view. 
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Fig. 8. The results of Kendo. (a) Depth map; (b) Synthesized view. 
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Fig. 9. The results of BreakDancer. (a) Depth map; (b) Synthesized view. 
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Fig. 10. The results of Newspaper. (a) Depth map; (b) Synthesized view. 

 

The depth map is not displayed on the 3D screen, it is used in view synthesizing instead. 

Hence, from Fig. 4 (b) to Fig. 10 (b), the results of the synthesized view with the classical 

SPECK and the proposed scheme are also included. The synthesized view renders by a simple 

warping process using the coded depth map and the original texture image [2] [23]. The results 

show that the proposed scheme is much better than the classical scheme with more than 3 dB 

gain. To demonstrate the robustness of the algorithm, another kind of warping algorithm, 

View Synthesis Reference Software (VSRS) 3.5 [24] [25], is used to render the intermediate 

view. For VSRS, the left and right view and the corresponding depth maps are required, in 

addition to the camera parameters. Using three public configuration files for the sequences of 

UndoDancer, Balloons and Kendo, Fig. 6 (b) to Fig. 8 (b) include the VSRS results. It can be 

seen that the synthesized results with the VSRS are much better than that of a simple warping 

algorithm. On one hand, the better results occur because the VSRS employs two views and 

two depth maps. On the other hand, one depth map is compressed while the second depth map 

remains untouched during rendering. From the results, this study concludes that all of the 

results with the two synthesis algorithms demonstrate similar trend and gain, which shows the 

efficiency and robustness of the proposed algorithm. 

In this case, it is worth mentioning that the gain of the proposed scheme is smaller on a low 

bit rate because the edge information takes a higher percentage. For clarity, the bit rate of the 

edge and the percentage it takes is shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. The total bit rate of the edge and the percentage it takes in 

Sequence edge rate Edge rate percentage (0.05,0.10,0.15,0.20) 

Tsukuba 0.0181 36.21% 18.11% 12.07% 9.05% 

Teddy 0.0293 58.60% 29.30% 19.53% 14.65% 

UndoDancer 0.0134 26.80% 13.40% 8.93% 6.70% 

Balloons 0.0019 3.88% 1.94% 1.29% 0.97% 

Kendo 0.0111 22.20% 11.10% 7.40% 5.55% 

BreakDancer 0.0177 35.40% 17.70% 11.80% 8.85% 

Newspaper 0.1141 22.82% 11.41% 7.61% 5.71% 
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To present an average gain achieved by the proposed scheme, the BD rate [26] gain as 

compared to SPECK scheme is shown in the following tables. Table 2 illustrates the BD gain 

on depth maps alone. It can be seen that a larger gain is achieved for the sparse depth maps, 

such as in Tsukuba. For the depth maps containing noises and holes, a relatively smaller gain is 

obtained. 

 

Table 2. BD gains (Bjøntegaard delta) for depth sequences 

Sequence HS scheme (BD-YPSNR ) HS and DRU scheme (BD-YPSNR) 

Tsukuba 5.170483 13.89135 

Teddy 3.356747 3.36648 

UndoDancer 3.163195 3.180728 

Balloons 1.318387 1.691971 

Kendo 0.604719 1.157352 

BreakDancer 1.869406 1.904356 

Newspaper 0.625167 0.710332 

 

Table 3 shows the BD gain on the synthesized view. For the rendering algorithm with a 

single texture image plus a depth map, the gains are very significant, especially for the sparse 

depth maps. Not all the results are presented with VSRS algorithm because of limited public 

configuration files. Notice, for the depth maps with more noises such as Newspaper, even 

though the gain is smaller for the depth map alone, the gain of the synthesized performances 

remains at 1.88 dB. This is because the proposed scheme is successful at preserving the edge 

information, while the edge information is important for the view synthesizing. Because of 

employing two textures in addition to two VSRS depth images, the gains are relatively small. 

In addition, the results do not present the same trend as that of a single color plus single depth 

map case because of filtering and blending introduced into the VSRS. However, there is still a 

clear advantage to proposed scheme. Consequently, the whole performance testifies the 

efficiency of the proposed scheme. 

 

Table 3. BD gains (Bjøntegaard delta) for synthesized views 

Sequence 1 texture + 1 depth (BD-YPSNR) 2 texture + 2 depth (BD-YPSNR) 

Tsukuba 10.532567 not available 

Teddy 2.88635 not available 

UndoDancer 3.289217 2.674933 

Balloons 2.164233 4.008 

Kendo 4.457617 1.15378 

BreakDancer 1.9361 not available 

Newspaper 1.8851 not available 

 

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 provide the subjective comparison of the synthesized results obtained 

by the classical and proposed schemes. From the difference between the classical scheme and 

proposed scheme, it can be found that the synthesized images with the proposed algorithm 

look clearer and smoother along object boundaries at the same bit-rate level. Therefore, the 

proposed scheme is also superior on the subjective performance. For more results on the other 

synthesized images, please refer to the website
1
. 

                                                           
1 https://www.dropbox.com/sh/o2n5jonqzl1yp5n/n4rnrcFQYO 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/o2n5jonqzl1yp5n/n4rnrcFQYO
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4. Conclusions 

By analyzing the characteristic of depth maps, an efficient depth map coding scheme based on 

histogram-based segmentation and depth range updating is proposed in this paper. The 

proposed histogram based segmentation scheme effectively separates depth maps into the 

foreground and background regions. The two regions are then separately encoded with rate 

distortion optimization. Compared with the classical coding scheme, 1-10 dB gain can be 

obtained. At the decoding end, the depth range updating scheme can correct some 

compression distortions by checking the original depth range and the threshold for 

segmentation. Hence, up to 4 dB gain can be achieved for sparse depth maps. The results of the 

synthesized view also testify the efficiency of the proposed scheme, with more than 3 dB gain 

on most of the depth maps.  

With the segmented regions, 3D depth sensing could be edited by separately tuning the 

depth values in the two regions, which is one benefit of the proposed scheme. The unequal bit 

rate allocation can be implemented if the region of interest driven on the depth map is provided. 

However, only two regions are separated in this paper even though better performance and 

editing can be obtained. 

 

     
(a)                                             (b)                                             (c) 

 

Fig. 11. Synthesized view of Tsukuba (0.05 bpp): (a) Original; (b) Classical scheme; (c) Proposed HS 

and DRU scheme 

 

     
(a)                                         (b)                                             (c) 

 

Fig. 12. Synthesized view of Teddy (0.05 bpp): (a) Original; (b) Classical scheme; (c) Proposed HS and 

DRU scheme 
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